PLANT STANDS

Supplement to The Violet Showcase
Growing Supplies Catalog 2016

A variety of styles and sizes of lighted plant stands are available ranging from small table models to large free standing
units. All items are shipped via United Parcel Service directly from the factory to you except the grids for the trays. The grids
will come from The Violet Showcase.. Most customers receive their stands within 5 - 8 working days after the order is placed
with the factory. The factory will not ship stands via the U. S. Postal Service. The prices shown below are for the product only
and do not include shipping.

Table Model Grow Lite Stands



Both sizes of these grow lights will set easily on any flat surface of suitable
length. The smaller unit (left) is 26.5" long and will accommodate 6 - 8 violets. The
larger unit is 50.5" long and will take 14 - 18 violets (right).
Each stand comes with
two T12 W ide Spectrum
fluorescent grow lights to
provide optimum light for
sturdy growth and bloom.
The fixtures hold the lamps
6" apart (center to center) and
measure either 24" (or 48")
long by 10" by 2 1/8" and
have a high gloss white finish.
You can easily raise or lower the fixture above the growing surface with
the easy to use slide and tighten feature which holds the fixture to the
legs. The legs are 26" tall and are made of 1" square shiny aluminum.
The base of the legs measures 11 3/4" front to back. The fixture may be positioned as close as 1" from the table top or as high
as 24" above the table top. Most violet growers find 12 - 15" is ideal. Each stand comes with a 5-foot long, three wire cord with
a 3 prong plug, and has a built in on/off switch. The switch is on the underside of the fixture near the power cord. If desired you
may operate either stand with an appliance timer (not included). Easy assembly! Just install the lamps in the fixture and slide
it onto the legs.
Does a wonderful job on violets and many other house plants, or for seed starting.
Item #753 24" Two Lamp Table Model: $106.69 ;

Item #755 48" Two Lamp Table Model: $138.59

JUMP START GROW LIGHT SYSTEM - This attractive table top grow
light uses a 24 watt high output (T-5) Full Daylight Spectrum fluorescent
lamp (6400K). T5 lamps are much thinner in diameter (approximtely 1/2")
than typical T12 fluorescent lamps and are twice as efficient and 20%
brighter than ordinary grow lights. The flixture hangs on sturdy nylon cords
from the upper cross bar. Raise and/or lower the fixture over your plants
by loosening or tightening the center cord. Perfect for seedlings, cuttings,
houseplants and more. Has a 3 wire 6 foot grounded power cord with a
built-in on/off switch. The fixture is 23 3/4" long. The sturdy green metal
frame is 26.5" wide and 241/2" tall. The base legs measure 18" front to
back. Simple and quick assembly. A sturdy, sleek, and durable system.
Replacement lamps available below.
Item #751 Jump Start Grow Light System $75.89
item #751A Jump Start 24 watt replacement lamp $9.99, 4 oz.
Value Line Economy 24" Two
Lamp Table Model - a more
utilitarian fixture which will provide
a great small growing area. This Economy stand is white and has closer lamp spacing
(2.5" center to center) than #753 and #755 (above). It has simpler, thinner, aluminum
legs, and does not have an on/off switch. It comes with a 5 foot, 3 wire, grounded cord
and two 20 watt 24" Sylvania Wide Spectrum lamps. The legs measure 17" tall. The
base of the legs measures 10.25" front to back. To raise or lower the fixture above your
plants loosen the black plastic knobs on each end. Retighten in the desired position.
This unit will fit into smaller spaces than #753 above. Easy assembly.

Item #752 Economy 24" 2 Lamp Table Model, $63.69
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Floor Model Grow Lite Stands

The floor model stands come in several different sizes. Most models are available only with a bright aluminum finish. The
Tall 'N' Trim Compact stand is also available with a dark chocolate brown finish. The frames of the Floor Model stands are made
of rugged, 1" square aluminum tubing. The horizontal tray support bars remain in a fixed position. The light fixtures can be
easily raised or lowered over the plants by means of a unique slide system. The fixtures can be lowered
as close to the trays as you wish. Simply loosen the black knobs at the ends of each fixture and raise
(or lower) the fixture to the desired height; then retighten each knob. A "brake" bolt is included for each
end of each fixture to prevent it from accidently crashing down on the plants on the tray below. (See photo
at left.) On most of the stands the fluorescent lamps in the fixtures are held 11 1/2" apart measured
center to center. On the thinner stands, (#756 Double Decker and #759 Tall 'N' Trim Compact Stand),
where the trays are oriented end to end rather than side by side the fixtures are also narrower and the
lamps are positioned closer together. The white, baked enamel fixtures come fully assembled.
Each
fixture has a 36", 3 wire, grounded cord with a three pronged plug and with a 3 hole, grounded convenience
outlet built into the end panel so that the fixtures can be plugged into each other. Each fixture is only 2
1/8" deep for a very trim look. Each fixture has a built in on - off switch that allows for individual control,
and has fully enclosed ends which protect the end sockets and lamps.
The Full Size Lite Cart (#763) and the Double Decker Compact stand are available equipped with
either T12 lamps or with T8 lamps. These sizes refer to the lamp diamater. T12 lamps ae 1 1/2" in
diameter; T8 lamps are 1" in diameter. T8 lamps are brighter and more electrically efficient than T12
lamps.
The Full Size Lite Cart is also available with fixtures that hold four fluorescent lamps per fixture. This will provide more light
for growing orchids and other plants which demand brighter light than African violets need.
The Full Size Light Cart and the Compact Lite Cart are available with either 3 or 4 lighted levels. The same sized frame is
used for both types. The distance between levels on a 3 level stand is 18". The distance between levels on a 4 level stand is 13
1/4". One style divides the height of the frame into thirds; the other into fourths.
The trays measure 11 x 22" and are made of sturdy, tan colored plastic. You can order the trays with or without the white
plastic grid-like inserts. The grids fit inside the top edges of each tray and allow your plants to sit above any water in the tray
below. This is useful for increasing humidity or for wick watering, or both. See page 4 of the Growing Supplies catalog for a
photo of how the grids fit into the trays. The plant stand frame, the fixtures with lamps, and the trays will be shipped directly from
the factory to you. The grids for the trays will come from The Violet Showcase to
you. Stand assembly takes approximately 30 minutes or less and requires only a
screwdriver. All hardware and complete instructions included.
All of the Floor
Model Stands come with 3" black rubber casters except the Double Decker (#756)
sold on p. 3, and the Economy Flower Stand
(#783) sold on p. 4.
Shipping Charges: The prices shown are for the
product only and do not include shipping. All stands
are drop shipped via UPS Ground from the
manufacturer to the customer exept for the grids for
the trays. The grids will come from The Violet
Showcase. Please contact The Violet Showcase with
the address to which the stand will be shipped. You
will be contaced with a shipping quote. Details p. 4

The Full Size LITE CART (photos show
the 3 level on right, and the four level on the left.)
Each of the lighted levels on the Full Size Lite
Cart has four 11 x 22" tan trays. Each level is
lighted by a white fixture which includes either
T12 Wide Spectrum Grow Lamps or T8 lamps
depending on which option you choose. You may choose fixtures that hold 2 lamps
or 4 lamps depending on how bright you need the light to be. You can raise the fixtures up to 18" above the trays. The trays
are held in a fixed position by the horizontal cross bars at the front and the back of the frame. The stand is 52.5" wide, 23.5"
deep, and 73 1/4" tall including the 3" casters.
The height of the 4 level stands is the same as that of the 3 level stands. This
means the distance between shelves is less on the 4 level stands.
Full Size Lite Cart : 3 Level Stands with T12 fixtures:
Item #763 with 2 lamps fixture, and grids, $598.39 ; Item # 763A with 2 lamp fixtures, no grids, $561.19
Item #775 with 4 lamp fixtures, and grids, $731.99; , Item #775A with 4 lamps fixtures, no grids $707.49
Full Size Lite Cart: 3 Level Stands with T8 fixtures
Item #763B with, 2 lamp fixtures,and grids, $591.89; Item #763C, with 2 lamp fixtures, no grids $562.99
Item #775B with 4 lamp fixtures,and grids, $727.69; Item #775C, with 4 lamp fixtures, no grids $694.69
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Full Size Lite Cart : 4 Level Stands with T12 fixtures:
Item #758 with 2 lamp fixture, and grids, $759.69 : Item # 758A with 2 lamp fixtures, no grids, $715.49
Item #760 with 4 lamp fixtures and grids, $932.19 , Item #760A with 4 lamp fixtures, no grids $889.29
Full Size Lite Cart: 4 Level Stands with T8 fixtures:
Item #758B with 2 lamp fixtures, and grids, $756.79; Item #758C, with 2 lamp fixtures and no grids $712.59
Item #760B with 4 lamp fixtures, and grids, $926.29; Item #760C, with 4 lamp fixtures and no grids $883.49

The Compact LITE CART ( 3 level at left, 4 level at right.) The Compact Lite Cart is wonderful for those who do not want
to give up as much floor space to growing as the larger Full Size Lite Cart requires. The Compact
Lite Cart is only 1/2 as wide. Each lighted level has two 11 x 22" tan trays. Each level is lighted
by a white fixture which includes T12 Wide Spectrum Grow Lamps. There is no option to have T8
fixtures in the Compact Lite Carts. You may choose fixtures that
hold 2 lamps or 4 lamps depending on how bright you need the light
to be. Just as with the Full Size Lite Cart the trays rest on the
horizontal cross bars at the front and back of the frame. There are
two different styles of the Compact Lite Cart. One style has 3 lighted
levels; the other has 4 lighted levels. Both are available in the Bright
Aluminum finish only. The same sized frame is used for the 3 level
and for the 4 level stand. The light fixtures can be raised 18" above
the trays on the 3 level stand; the light fixtures can be raised 13 1/4"
above the trays on the 4 level stand. One style divides the available
frame space into thirds, the other divides it into fourths. The frame
is 26.75" wide, 23.5" deep, and 73.25" tall including the 3" casters.
Compact Lite Cart : 3 Level Stands with 2 lamp fixtures:
Item #782 Compact Lite Cart 3 Level with grids $450.99;
Item #782D Compact Lite Cart 3 Level without grids $426.49;
Compact Lite Cart : 3 Level Stands with 4 lamp fixtures:
Item #782B Compact Lite Cart 3 Level with grids $564.39;
Item #782F Compact Lite Cart 3 Level without grids $543.89;
Compact Lite Cart : 4 Level Stands with 2 lamp fixtures:
Item #764 Compact Lite Cart 4 level with grids $551.39; Item #764D Compact Lite Cart 4 level without grids $529.29
Compact Lite Cart : 4 Level Stands with 4 lamp fixtures:
Item #764C Compact Lite Cart 4 level with grids $728.29; Item #764F Compact Lite Cart 4 level without grids $711.39

The Double Decker Compact Stand features two, plastic,
11" x 22" tan trays per level. The trays are oriented end to end
making the Double Decker ideally suited to growing locations where
space is a factor, such as in a hallway. The trays can be used as
humidity trays, or as wick watering trays if you order the stand with
the grids. Each level is lighted by a white fixture which includes
either two T12 Wide Spectrum Grow Lamps or two T8 lamps depending
on which option you choose. There is no option for 4 lamps fixtures
on this stand. The fixtures can easily be raised and lowered over the
trays by the same slide system used on the larger stands. The trays
remain in a fixed position but you can raise the fixtures up to a
maximum of 18" above the trays. No casters come with this stand.
The Double Decker Compact Stand measures 40" tall x 52.25" long x
12.75" deep and is available in Bright Aluminum finish only.

Double Decker Compact Stand with T12 fixtures:
Item #756 Double Decker Compact Stand with grids $319.49;
Item #756B Double Decker Compact Stand without grids $309.19;
Double Decker Compact Stand with T8 fixtures:
Item #756A Double Decker Compact Stand with grids $318.69;
Item #756C Double Decker Compact Stand without grids $307.59
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.Tall 'N' Trim Compact Stand This stand offers the same growing
area as the Double Decker stand, but needs less floor space. The 11 x 22" tan
plastic trays are arranged one per level on each of the four levels and are oriented
with the long dimension parallel to the fluorescent fixtures. This makes for a
very trim unit which needs an area measuring only 12 x 27". The Tall 'N' Trim
stand includes 3" casters for easy mobility and measures 74" in height. Each
of the four levels is lighted by a double tube, white, fluorescent fixture which
includes two 24" Sylvania T12 Wide Spectrum lamps per fixture. The fixtures
can easily be raised and lowered over the trays by the same slide system used
on the larger stands. The trays remain in a fixed position. The fixtures on this
stand do not plug into each other. It is most conviently operated using a power
strip cord (not included). The Tall 'N' Trim stand is available with the Bright
Aluminum or the Brown finish. There is no 4 lamp option available for this
stand, nor is there a T8 option.
.
Item #759 Tall 'N' Trim Compact Stand Bright Aluminum with grids $431.19;
Item #759B Tall 'N' Trim Compact Stand Bright Aluminum no grids $420.29;
Item #759A Tall 'N' Trim Compact Stand Brown with grids $568.29;
Item #759C Tall 'N' Trim Compact Stand Brown without grids $552.19

Economy Flower Stand

This economical stand can be
used in many different growing situations. You can order the stand with or without light fixtures
and with or without grids for the trays . The frame holds three 11 x 22" sturdy, white, plastic trays.
Sometimes the stands are shipped with green trays. One tray rests on each level. The frame is
made of rugged, silver powder coated, round, steel tubes which you join together using the tough,
black plastic connectors. There are no casters with the economy Flower Stand. The fixtures that
can be ordered to go with this stand hang from the frame on chains. You can raise or lower the
light fixtures in 1/2" increments. The fixtures come complete with two 24", 20 watt Sylvania Wide
Spectrum T12 lamps. There are no power outlets built into these more economical fixtures, nor
are there on/off switches. The Economy Flower Stand measures 36 1/2" tall by 27 1/2" long by
12 1/2" front to back.
If positioned in front of a patio door this stand is unlikely to need the fluorescent fixtures.
Placed at a conventional window the grow lights would provide for the lower levels while the window
light could be sufficient for the plants on the top tray.
Item #783 Economy Flower Stand with grids and 2 fixtures $153.79;
Item #783A Economy Flower Stand with 2 fixtures, but no grids $143.59;
Item #783B Economy Flower Stand with grids, but no fixtures $54.19;
Item #783C Economy Flower Stand with no fixtures and no grids $40.29
Fluorescent Grow light lamps are also sole separately. See p. 22 of the Growing Supplies catalog.
SHIPPING CHARGES: The prices shown are for the product only and do not include shipping. All stands are drop
shipped via UPS Ground from the manufacturer to the customer exept for the grids for the trays. The grids will come
from The Violet Showcase. Please contact The Violet Showcase with the address to which the stand will be shipped.
You will be contaced with a shipping quote.
If you submit an order with an incorrect address you will be responsible for any charges from the carrier for returning,
updating, or forwarding your shipment to a different address.
VISABLE DAMAGE: If your stand is visibly damaged upon arrival, please: 1. Inspect the contents while the delivery
person is there. If damaged, you should refuse delivery and UPS will return the package(s) to the sender.
2. If the delivery driver is already gone, call your local UPS terminal to notify them of the damage. Keep all packing materials until the shipment is
inspected and a claim is issued.
3. Please notify The VIolet Showcase of the damage after you notify UPS. 4. Replacement items will be shipped promptly.
RETURN + PRICE POLICY: 10% restocking fee and return shipping charges on all return items. Free replacement of damaged goods. For all returns
please call first to obtain a return merchandise authorization (RMA) number and to explain your reason for return. Return shipping to be paid by the
customer. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

The Violet Showcase

P. O. Box 300091, Denver, Colorado 80203-0091

Phone (303) 204 - 5937
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